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JOB DONE
Budget 2019 is on track to making life
more affordable for Manitobans.
The Manitoba government is keeping promises
and giving Manitobans the break they deserve by
reducing the provincial sales tax (PST) to
seven per cent.
In five years’ time, that will save an average family
of four, more than $3,000.

7
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The drop will also stimulate labour income by nearly $50 million per year,
contributing to the growth of wages and salaries.
To learn ALL the details of this year’s budget and what it means to you
and your family, visit manitoba.ca.
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Vision Quest coming in May
By Trevor Greyewyes
Some may wonder why I am writing
about the 23rd Vision Quest Conference
and Trade Show to be held at the Winnipeg Convention Centre that is over a
month away.
Well, this situation happens when you
publish every second month.
So keep your options open from May
14 to 16 because the long running and
venerated Vision Quest will have retired NHL hockey player Jordin Toottoo
and telelvision actor Lorne Cardinal as
their keynote speakers.
Also a great part of Vision Quest is
the trade show that will be hosted in
the City View Ballroom, Hall C, South
Building in the RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg.
A great place to mix and mingle with
exhibitors and people attending the
conference. There's still time to register for a booth (https://www.register2attend.ca/VisionQuest/2019/exhibitor/

step1_payer.asp).
Of course, there will be multiple
breakout sessions that will be exploring business and entrepenuer opportunities and stories with the likes of
Rebecca Chartrand, Craig Blacksmith,
Don Burnstick and many others over
the three days.
And for those who don't know the
featured speakers:
JORDIN TOOTOO
NHL’s First Inuk Player, Author of
All the Way
Jordin Tootoo played for the Brandon Wheat Kings before being chosen
by the Nashville Predators to become
the first Inuk NHL player, and the first
raised in Nunavut. He went on to play
with Detroit Red Wings, New Jersey
Devils and Chicago Blackhawks,
banking 161 points in 723 games. An

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
MUSIC CAMP
Summer School Of Fine Arts

Indigenous athletic trailblazer and
leader, Jordin has long understood
his responsibility as a role model. His
memoir All the Way: My Life on Ice
brings an uplifting message, and he is
committed to his work through Team
Tootoo Foundation, founded in honour
of his late brother Terence. Jordin was
awarded a Meritorious Service Medal
for promoting healthy living in Nunavut, and for encouraging conversations
about difficult topics like addiction
and suicide.
LORNE CARDINAL
Award-Winning Film & TV Actor,
Stage & Screen Director
Lorne Cardinal is best known for
his work on CTV’s Corner Gas, playing Sgt. Davis Quinton. Previous stage
credits include The Last Wife (ATP),
G.G Award-winning, Where the Blood
Mixes, and Thunderstick (Theatre
Network, Persephone Theatre, Western
Canada Theatre). Recent television and
film credits include When Calls the
Heart, Bad Seed, Trouble with Christmas, and Tin Star. His voice work can
also be heard on Corner Gas Animated (Comedy Network), and Molly of
Denali (PBS). Lorne is also a Director
of the stage and screen.

Jordin Tootoo

MUSIC & ARTS PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Six Week-Long Sessions in June & July — Programs in
Vocal & Instrumental Music, Theatre, Art, Dance & More!
Prominent Guest Conductors &
Outstanding Artist-Teachers Every Week
Professional Development for Educators
Adult Community Camps & Private Lessons Available

SAVE TIME - REGISTER ONLINE!
www.internationalmusiccamp.com

IMC - UNITED STATES

info@internationalmusiccamp.com

IMC - CANADA

brent@internationalmusiccamp.com

At the beautiful International Peace Garden on the border between Manitoba and North Dakota

Lorne Cardinal
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Through brown eyes

Sheila North

By Trevor Greyeyes
Few Indigenous people have not been touched
by a case of a Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls whether that be a relative or a
friend.
That includes Sheila North who has worked as
a TV journalist and a grand chief for a Northern
Manitoba chiefs organization.
The documentary 1200+ was a project created
and produced by North and filmmaker Leonard
Yakir.
It started while North was still the Manitoba
Keewatinowi Okimakanak Grand Chief.
“My passion for these women and girls and
their stories, is based on personal experience.
Not only am I from a family who has experienced
such a loss, I was a young Indigenous woman
myself and I can look back and see all the
dangerous situations I was put in while living as
an Indigenous woman in the urban environment.
Now, as someone with more life experience,
I know those dark corners of Canada’s town
and cities that need more light, that need more
helping hands reaching in, and that’s a big
reason I made this documentary. I hope people

are inspired to make change,” said North.
The RCMP have described the number of
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls in Canada to be over 1200. Many family
and friends of MMIWG have said the numbers of
victims are now more towards 3,000.
Though Indigenous women make up
approximately 4% of the total Canadian
population, Indigenous women represented 24
percent of homicide victims in 2015, for example.
The film 1200+ is seen through the eyes
of investigative reporter Sheila North who
has made it her passion to get to the bottom
of MMIWG. Sheila examines how and why
women and girls go missing and draws on the
similarities of their circumstances.
“Indigenous families and communities are
hurting and missing loved ones right across the
country. The focus of 1200+ is on some of the
families in Manitoba, which some call groundzero for the MMIWG issue. It was an honour to
work with the young women, their families and
Sheila on a documentary that tells such a tragic
story, that presents a new perspective on Canada

and its relations with Indigenous families
and communities,” said Leonard Yakir. “We
undertook creating 1200+ to bring awareness
and understanding to the issue of MMIWG,
hopefully awareness and understanding will also
bring change.”
However, the issue of Indigenous women and
violence committed against them as a group goes
beyond statistics.
1200+ was screened in its entirety on
on March 5th, 2019 at 6:00 PM at the RBC
Convention Centre in the Presentation Theater.
It was also seen as a four-part series on CTV
for four consecutive Sundays at 6:30 PM that
started on March 10th, 2019.
During this time period, a report was released
by Manitoba's Child Advocate looking into the
death of Tina Fontaine, whose body wrapped
in a duvet weighted down by rocks, was pulled
from Winnipeg's Red River on Aug. 17, 2014.
Daphne Penrose, Manitoba's Child Advocate,
said that little has changed since the death of
Fontaine.
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Learning is lifelong
By Trevor Greyeyes

I have always approached learning and
knowledge as a lifelong activity.
Yes, I am more than a little nerdy.
When I was into astronomy as a child, Pluto was
still a planet and science had no proof that any
planets existed beyond our solar system.
Nerdy me now knows that the first planet
existing beyond the known planets that orbit our
sun came in 2012.
So if you base your outlook on life based upon
what you learned in school. Well, you might be in
for a bit of a shock.
Recently, a prominent Indigenous elder passed
away and, unfortunately, I read the comments
following a story that was posted to the Winnipeg
Free Press website.
As an elder once said to me, examples like these
are teaching moments and
that's what I am going to
do with this comment.
Two comments within
this post are ridiculous
and racist:
1) “strong work ethic”
- it seems the only people
who have a strong work
ethic are colonists from
Europe.
2) ”free ride” - from welfare to Indigenous rights,
I have heard it all before.
Would First Nations people really have survived
on this continent for so long without working for
their own survival?
And I've fielded calls in the past about the high
unemployment rates in First Nation communities
and in the city.
When First Nation reserves were first created,
there was no long term plan for these communities
to be self sustaining.
Think of it as a bet that the original signatories
from the colonizer side thought would never have
to be paid.
They thought so little of First Nation peoples,
and indeed it was this expectation of the
inherent inferiority, that it was expected that the
population would die off and the survivors would
be assimilated as farm labourers and domestic

help that there would be no obligations owed
through treaty.
For instance, Duncan Campbell Scott was a poet
who wrote about the sadness of the disappearing
savage. Scott was also a bureaucrat in Indian
Affairs in the early part of the twentieth century
who wrote:
“I want to get rid of the Indian problem. I do
not think as a matter of fact, that the country
ought to continuously protect a class of people
who are able to stand alone. . . . Our objective is
to continue until there is not a single Indian in
Canada that has not been absorbed into the body
politic and there is no Indian question, and no
Indian Department...”
Basically, an “Indian reserve” confined to the
limited boundaries upon which it was first created

by the Canadian government was set up so that
the head of the family, and not getting too deep
into the patriarchal system that denoted men as
the head of the family, received approximately 150
acres per head of family.
At the time, the average Canadian farm was
about the size. No provision was made to expand
the boundaries with an expanding population
so for the most part the size of an “Indian
reservation” remained static.
Besides, those relatively tiny parcels of land
were only meant to be temporary places anyways
because assimilation was the ultimate goal.
And people aren't going to want to assimilate if
their needs are taken care of under the “reserve
system.”
What can be done about the inherent flaw built
the “reserves?”
Calvin Helin, Terry Nelson and others have

said that Indigenous people have to become
involved in resource revenue sharing and resource
development.
That it's not enough to just to get royalties from
any resource development on traditional lands
but to become involved in employment areas from
management to the most menial jobs.
I can hear some people, and this has happened
publicly too, questioning why should Indigenous
people get special benefits not enjoyed by all
Canadians.
Well, basically, because it's founded upon the
law that founded the country.
Really, came about because of a series of court
victories that have occurred mostly in the last
twenty years or so.
The original people are the original owners of
the land.
When I was growing up, the
prevailing theory was that
treaties signed with “Indians”
weren't really treaties and could
be ignored.
The Delgamuukw Case in 1997
determined that, yes, Indigenous
people had title to the land.
Then the Canadian government
tried to argue that title only
extended to the boundaries of the “reserve” when
first created.
The Tsilhqot'in Case in 2014 determined that the
boundaries extended into territories where it can
be proven where economic and cultural activity
took place and continues to take place.
I know this information can seem highly
esoteric for the average person but believe me it's
all there and the many decisions have had local
effects that people should recognize.
Take the Kapyong Barracks, or should I say
the First Nations take the Kapyong Barracks, for
example.
And believe me, I know in Canada you can be
ignorant as you want to be. It's not against the law.
However, if you want to confront me with that
then I am just going to have to point out your
ignorance.
And call anyone out for it too.
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“The people at Access were so good and supportive.
They allowed me to have confidence in myself,
to know I can do this.”
Victoria McIntosh, U of M student
Anishinaabe from Sagkeeng First Nation

ACCESS Program
Discover the path between you and your dreams
The Access Program includes two paths:
The University of Manitoba Access Program (UMAP) supports students in degree and diploma
programs at the U of M. It is available to all Manitoba residents, with preference given to
Indigenous people, residents of Northern Manitoba, low income earners, and newcomers.
The Health Careers Access Program (HCAP) supports Indigenous (Status, Non-Status, Métis,
Inuit) students for entry to health-related professions such as Medicine, Dentistry, Dental Hygiene,
Pharmacy, Rehabilitation Sciences, and Nursing. Students must be residents of Manitoba.
Access students receive:
• Academic Advising
• Personal Counselling
• Full-time Indigenous Unkan (Grandfather)
• Financial Advisor
• Smaller Classes
• Learning Labs
• Tutoring Hours Included
• Connection to the Indigenous Community

To learn more visit www.umextended.ca/access
or call 204-474-8000

Extended Education

#AccessUM
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Grandmother from Sagkeeng goes back to school
Turn your life around with the Access Program
M, and was named class valedictorian. But the abuse and residential
school experiences of her past continued to follow her. “I needed to do
something. I decided I was going to be a high school teacher.”
The people at Access make her feel safe. “They allowed me to have
confidence in myself, to know I can do this.”

Overcome negative stereotypes

Victoria McIntosh

O

ne day, Victoria McIntosh decided to turn her life around. She
was going to be a teacher.
At the University of Manitoba, with the Access Program, she
found her supportive community. The Access Program at the University of Manitoba provides holistic support to Indigenous, newcomer,
and other U of M students, empowering them on their path to success.
In 2017, McIntosh completed her Bachelor of Arts and she will
complete her Bachelor of Education degree in 2019 with plans to
become a high school teacher and pursue a graduate degree.

Do something about it
“I had abusive job situations. I was empty inside. I knew there had
to be more than this. I thought that’s it. I am going to do something
about it,” says the Anishinaabe grandmother and Access program student from Sagkeeng First Nation.
First, she completed the Aboriginal Wellness Program at the U of

Although she knew she was smart, McIntosh always remembered
how many people had labelled her with a negative stereotype. “They
told me I was never going to amount to anything. I had to get away
from that.”
She’s an artist selling her artwork across Canada, and a crafter,
sewing and knitting socks, making things. She comes from a family
of storytellers, and remembers the best times listening to her granny
while making quilts.

Painting our story
McIntosh has been commissioned to paint the glass
panels on the balcony overlooking the main floor meeting
space in Migizii Agamik (Bald
Eagle Lodge), home to the Access Program. The project is
called Painting Our Stories:
Enhancing the Work and Study Environment of Migizii Agamik, and
it’s funded by the U of M’s Office of Indigenous Engagement. Her
concept is based on the creation story, the idea that we all start as
a simple dot and then there are more and more dots. The concept is
evolving and beginning to take shape. It is expected to be complete
by May graduation.

Be yourself
and soar with us
Your individuality is an asset
Be distinct. Be original. Be yourself.
Recognize March 21 as the International Day
for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
fcc.ca/Careers

“We hear lots of stories. The little manitous, the oracles, the little
people come and help our imaginations. We go from dots to a cluster
of energy with what we are learning.”

A rough start
McIntosh was the child of a single parent, and spent her early years
with her grandmother. There was much poverty in her community.
She spent eight years in residential school, where they burned her
things and gave her a new name and a new identity. There, she learned
English. “I thought what a lot of hard work, and little academics.”
Then she went to public school in Red Lake. “Public school was a
culture shock. I had never seen so many white kids in one place. It
was so different.”
She left high school and an abusive situation at home to get away,
and became a street kid in Thunder Bay. She married at 18 and had
four daughters by the time she divorced at 22. She later remarried.

A new beginning
When she decided to go back to school, her husband encouraged
her to do what she needed to do. “The people at Access were also so
good and supportive.”
McIntosh encourages Indigenous residents of Manitoba to apply to
the Access Program, and attend the University of Manitoba. The Access and Aboriginal Focus Programs are currently accepting applications for Fall 2019. Apply now.

umextended.ca/access
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Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs:

How Jurisdiction for Indigenous Children should be achieved
The main difference between Canada’s recently
announced federal legislation, Bill C-92, An Act
respecting First Nations, Inuit, Métis children,
youth and families and the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs Manitoba-specific federal legislation,
Bringing Our Children Home Act, is the intention
of how jurisdiction is going to be achieved and
implemented by First Nations.
While Canada’s Bill C-92 “affirms” the rights
and jurisdiction of Indigenous peoples (First
Nations, Inuit and Métis); AMC’s Bringing Home
Our Children Act “restores” jurisdiction directly
to First Nations in Manitoba with respect to child
and family matters in a manner that reflects the
five First Nations’ own laws, practices, standards
and customs.
To reclaim the original inherent jurisdiction
of First Nations, we first need to go back to
our Elders and knowledge keepers to begin
this discussion, as they are the ones that hold
the knowledge of our traditions, our original
structures and ways of being. Through the AMC,
First Nations engagements were conducted with
more than half of the First Nations located in
Manitoba. The message we heard was the need
to take the lead in designing and implementing
our own system, based on our original systems of
children rearing, education and nurturing of the
spirit.

Meanwhile, Bill C-92, takes a pan-Indigenous
approach by setting out unilateral national
principles as provisions of child and family
services based on: the best interest of a child,
cultural continuity, and sustentative equality.
Canada’s proposed terminology is open to
interpretation, specifically on the ‘best interest of
a child’ whereas the Bringing Our Children Home
Act focuses on and serves the interest of the wellbeing of children and families.
Reformation of the Child Family Services
program is in response to the Canadian Human
Rights Tribunal ruling that Canada discriminates
against First Nations children on-reserve.
However, Canada’s Bill C-92, makes no mention
or commitment of guaranteed funding for First
Nations. On the other hand, the Bringing Our
Children Home Act requires Canada to make
equitable (fair and impartial) payments directly to
First Nations.
Overall, the federal act intends to force an
amalgamation of Inuit and Métis peoples with
First Nations citizens who hold distinct rights and
relationship with the Crown/Canada without the
informed consent of First Nations.
When the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
Canada in December 2017, it was understood that
the federal government was moving forward in

good faith to begin discussions on Manitoba First
Nations’ inherent jurisdiction over the well-being
of First Nations families and children and reform
of the federal First Nations Child and Family
Services Program accordingly.
In November 2018, during an emergency
meeting on child and family services in Manitoba,
former Indigenous Services Minister Jane
Philpott said: “I want to salute you for the work
on the Bringing Our Children Home Act, it’s an
extraordinary piece of work. I honour you. It is
positive. We can absolutely continue to do this
work together.”
However, Canada all but dismissed the MOU
and Philpott’s promise on February 28 when they
introduced Bill C-92 in the House of Commons.
Before the Act was introduced it had already
faced criticism by leadership across the country
that not enough consultation had taken place.
Certainly, First Nations in Manitoba had not been
meaningfully consulted about the new federal
legislation.
Canada claims they carried out 65 community
engagements with 2,000 participants. However
there are 630 First Nations in Canada and that is
not including Inuit or Métis communities and the
over 1.6 million Indigenous people in this country.
The Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs remains
committed to fulfilling its obligations of the MOU

with Canada by pursuing First Nations citizens,
leadership, Elders, and youth input into the
Bringing Home Our Children Act.
Currently AMC is developing five template laws
in the Anishinaabeg, Anshininiwak, Nehethowuk /
Ininewak,Dakota Oyate and Denesuline languages
that will be translated into English. This is being
carried out through engagement on First Nations
with First Nations people on the ground who are
immersed in their land, culture and way of being.
At the October Assembly held in Thompson,
MB., where the Chiefs supported the resolution
to endorse the Bringing Our Children Home Act,
AMC Grand Chief Arlen Dumas had said: “The
past and current provincial system is not working.
This is why the AMC supports this new Manitobaspecific legislation that empowers our families by
incorporating First Nations values, beliefs, and
traditions while taking into account the unique
cultural values and languages of the five Nation
groups in Manitoba.”
Ultimately, the Bringing Our Children Home
Act restores jurisdiction directly to First Nations
in Manitoba with respect to child and family
matters in a manner that reflects the five First
Nations’ own laws, practices, standards and
customs, something that Canada’s Bill C-92 does
not.

Jordan’s

Principle

timely services for all First Nations children

“I’m billeted with a family in Winnipeg so I
have access to my dialysis treatment.
I miss my family back home on my First
Nation. How can I return home to my family
and still receive the services I need?”
Find out if Jordan’s Principle is the right fit for your family.
Contact Jordan’s Principle Service Coordination at 1-844-622-4433 or
visit manitobachiefs.com for more information.
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Help Investigators Find Cathy
It’s been 30 years since Cathy Lynn Williams was last seen.
She lived in the Rural Municipality of St. Andrews just outside the city,
and in August 1988, Cathy had been in Winnipeg looking for work.
While the 21-year-old had been briefly studying accounting at Red River
College, Cathy had taken some time off from her studies.
On the evening of August 22, 1988, when Cathy was in Winnipeg applying
for jobs, she went out for drinks with a friend. A few hours before her
disappearance, Cathy had been at the Santa Lucia Pizza on St. Mary's Road
in Winnipeg.
Cathy hasn't been seen since.
At the time of her disappearance, Cathy had a slender build at 5'8” and
126 pounds, brown shoulder-length hair, brown eyes, and occasionally wore
glasses.
Project Devote, the Manitoba task force of the Winnipeg Police Service
and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police focusing on missing and murdered
exploited persons investigations, encourages anyone who can provide
information about Cathy, or her disappearance, to contact police to help
resolve this investigation.
If you have information that can help with this investigation, Project
Devote is eager to hear from you. Call investigators on the Project
Devote tipline at 1-888-673-3316. If you want to remain anonymous,
you can call Manitoba Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS (8477).
Project Devote

Supporting Teens
NeedHelpNow.ca helps teens regain control online
Teens are faced with complex situations that they are not always able to manage on their own. On top of
that, they can be sexually curious, impulsive and experimental — when combined with technology, it’s
easy for them to get in over their heads, but there are ways to help them navigate these issues.
“Technology is woven into everything kids do, and this creates layers of complexity,” says Noni Classen,
Director of Education at the Canadian Centre for Child Protection. “Keep the lines of communication
open with your teen. Let them know you are there for them, remind them that they can come to you if
something happens and together you will get through it — no matter what.”
The Canadian Centre created NeedHelpNow.ca to help teens learn how to cope and manage stress on
their own, and also to seek support from a safe adult when they feel a situation has gone too far.

Parents can use NeedHelpNow.ca to support their teen by
having regular discussions like:
1.

The difference between healthy relationships and unhealthy relationships:
Remind your teen that pressure from a significant other to engage in sexual
conversations or share sexual images/videos does not constitute a caring
relationship. Healthy relationships involve respect, dignity, honesty, trust,
kindness, listening, acceptance and loyalty.

2. Problems that may arise from sharing private and sexual information:
Once information is sent, it can be easily misused. This may include the
recipient showing it to friends, sending or posting it online, or using it to
manipulate the other person.
3.

The importance of seeking help if things have gone too far:
Explain the importance of seeking your help without the fear of getting into
trouble. Reinforce that it’s never too late to ask for help, even if they have
made a mistake or are embarrassed about what has happened.

Visit NeedHelpNow.ca for more information,
and make sure your teen knows that they can get help.

Project Devote is eager to hear from you.
If you have information that can help with
this investigation, call investigators on the
Project Devote tipline at 1-888-673-3316
or Manitoba Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222TIPS (8477), submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES
(274637).
Project Devote
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New Indigenous Music
Export Coordinator
with Manitoba Music
By Trevor Greyeyes
Jade Harper has been in her
new role as Indigenous Music
Export Coordinator for less
than a month but she's already
travelling and meeting people
in her new role.
Harper said, “My second
week I attended the International Indigenous Music
Summit at Folk Alliance
International conference
hosted on the traditional
and unceded territory
of the Kanien’kehá:ka of
Kahnawà:ke. This was my
first interaction with the music community and I guess
you can say I hit the ground
running from there. “
Manitoba Music is a a
member-based, not-forprofit industry association representing over
800 members in all facets of the music industry, including artists and bands,
studios, agents, managers, songwriters, venues, promoters, producers, and beyond. Manitoba Music serves all genres, from rock to roots, hip hop to hardcore,
country to classical, and everything in between.
Sean McManus, executive director of Manitoba Music said, “Jade brings a
wealth of experience and knowledge, and a deep passion and excitement for this
work of helping Indigenous music communities succeed and connect to new
export opportunities.”
Jade brings with her several years’ experience in program development and
event management with specialized skills in the areas of communications, community mobilization, engagement, and marketing. As a Cree and Anishinaabe
woman originally from Peguis First Nations (Treaty 1), Jade incorporates her
ancestral culture into her work to ensure that the processes she facilitates are
celebratory and respectful of Indigenous communities and peoples. She has
been a longtime volunteer with the Indigenous Music Awards and in the recent
years was employed as the Red Carpet Coordinator. Jade has dedicated both
her professional and community life to supporting the success and wellbeing of
Indigenous peoples and as such has worked at the local, provincial, national and
international levels on issues such as education, youth capacity development,
health and wellness, and violence and sexual exploitation of Indigenous women
and girls. She is also an emcee, keynote speaker and facilitator, hand drummer,
and traditional singer, McManus said.
On her travels to Iqaluit, Harper met with Alannah Johnston from the Alianait
Arts Festival where she got the opportunity to discuss the music community
among Inuit in the North.
Harper said, “I am inspired by the long-time effort and commitment made by
the Indigenous music community. Our relatives inspire emerging artists and the
hard work pays tribute to the trailblazers, its evident that Indigenous music has
become a beacon of hope.”
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Locally produced APTN Show, The Laughing Drum,
heading to Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival
With a first for APTN, The Laughing Drum
is making its debut at the world-renowned
Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival on March 15,
2019. Two episodes will be recorded in front of
a live audience during Friday’s show.
Hosted by former
journalist Tim Fontaine, The Laughing
Drum is a weekly satirical news and talk show
that looks at Canadian
and Indigenous politics,
entertainment, arts and
culture with a sharp and
unique sense of humour.
By using news footage,
interviews with guests and discussion from the
Red Power Panel, each episode dissects issues
facing Indigenous peoples.

“We’re honoured to bring Indigenous humour
and satire to the Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival,” says Tim Fontaine, host and producer.
“It’s especially exciting to share The Laughing
Drum, which is so deeply and utterly Indigenous that it has its own
land claim.”
This popular APTN
show features an
all-Indigenous cast
including Elissa Black
Wolf Kixen (WOKE
Comedy Hour) and the
Red Power Panel: Craig
Lauzon (AIR FARCE),
Kaniehtiio Horn (Letterkenny) and Candy Palmater (The Candy
Show).
The Laughing Drum will be in good company

at the festival. Since its inception in 2005, the
Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival has showcased a wide variety of comedic giants, ranging
from The Kids in the Hall to Saturday Night
Live’s Kate McKinnon and Toronto’s own The
Second City.
“This is an exciting opportunity for Tim
Fontaine and the team of The Laughing Drum,”
says Jean La Rose, CEO of APTN. “It’s very
gratifying to see one of the country’s top
comedy festivals recognize and showcase
Indigenous programming to a wider audience.
I know audiences will love them and I suspect
they will be invited again and again to share
their unique brand of humour.”
Check out The Laughing Drum at the Toronto
Sketch Comedy Festival on Friday, March 15
from 6 – 7 p.m. at The Great Hall. Tickets are
$20 and are available at torontosketchfest.com.
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April Schedule
CT

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8:00 am

Taken

Wild Archaeology

Dreamcatcher Bios

Playing with Fire

Future History

8:30 am

Moosemeat & Marmalade

Wild Archaeology

Arm Nation

Konnected.TV

Cry of the Loon

Untamed Gourmet

Playing with Fire

Samaqan: Water Stories

Taken

Quest Out West: Wild

Playing with Fire

Konnected.TV

Dreamcatcher Bios

Moosemeat & Marmalade

The Other Side

9:00 am
9:30 am

Saturday

Sunday

APTN Kids

APTN Kids

Planet Echo

Giver 150

Coyote’s Crazy Smart
Science Show

That’s Awsm!

Moosemeat & Marmalade

Giver 150

That’s Awsm!

Moosemeat & Marmalade

That’s Awsm!

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it

Our Songs

10:00 am

The Solstice Concerts

10:30 am

Nagamowin

Playing with Fire
Native Planet

Pete & Pio’s Kai Safari

Chaos & Courage

Aski Boyz

11:00 am
North of 60

11:30 am
12:00 pm

The Other Side

12:30 pm

Indians and Aliens

1:00 pm

Taken

Playing with Fire

Skindigenous

Konnected.TV

Pete & Pio’s Kai Safari

That’s Awsm!

1:30 pm

Dreamcatcher Bios

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it

Nations at War

The Other Side

Taken

underExposed

2:00 pm

Pete & Pio’s Kai Safari

Untamed Gourmet

2:30 pm

Untamed Gourmet

Moosemeat & Marmalade

3:00 pm

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it

Moosemeat & Marmalade

3:30 pm

Tribal Police Files

Pete & Pio’s Kai Safari

4:00 pm

Merchants of the Wild

Queen of the Oil Patch

4:30 pm

Merchants of the Wild

Queen of the Oil Patch

5:00 pm

That’s Awsm!

5:30 pm

That’s Awsm!

Reel Insights

Artic Secrets

InFocus

Indians and Aliens
InFocus

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it
The Nature of Things

The Other Side

Artic Secrets
Future History

Cleverman

Cleverman
Tribal Police Files

Wild Archaeology

Merchants of the Wild

Future History

Merchants of the Wild

APTN Movie

APTN Movie

North of 60

Cleverman
APTN Movie
Hit the Ice

APTN Movie

Cleverman
Hit the Ice

6:00 pm
North of 60

6:30 pm
7:00 pm

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it

Taken

APTN National News
Weekend

APTN Investigates

APTN Investigates

Moosemeat & Marmalade

APTN investigates: A
Retrospective

Tribal Police Files

Moosemeat & Marmalade

Merchants of the Wild

Tribal Police Files

APTN National News

7:30 pm

APTN Investigates

Laughing Drum

APTN Investigates

8:00 pm

Buy it, Fix it, Sell it

Dreamcatcher Bios

Indians and Aliens

8:30 pm

Wild Archaeology

Future History

The Other Side

9:00 pm

Merchants of the Wild

Hard Rock Medical

The Other Side

Moosemeat & Marmalade

Merchants of the Wild

9:30 pm

Merchants of the Wild

Mohawk Girls

The Other Side

Moosemeat & Marmalade

Guilt Free Zone

10:00 pm
10:30 pm

The Nature of Things

Taken

APTN Movie

Caution: May Contain Nuts

Caution: May Contain Nuts

Hell on Wheels

APTN National News
APTN Investigates

Laughing Drum

APTN Investigates

Nation to Nation

APTN Investigates
Caution: May Contain Nuts

Wentworth

Cleverman
Caution: May Contain Nuts
APTN Movie

2:00 am

The Other Side

2:30 am

Indians and Aliens

3:30 am

APTN Movie

APTN Movie
Cleverman

Midnight

3:00 am

Bite Club

Caution: May Contain Nuts

11:30 pm

1:30 am

North of 60

Cleverman
APTN Movie

Tribal Police Files

1:00 am

North of 60

Caution: May Contain Nuts
Bite Club

11:00 pm

12:30 am

Nation to Nation

APTN Movie
Cleverman

Dreamcatcher Bios

Caution: May Contain Nuts

Redfern Now

APTN Movie
APTN Movie

Arbor Live

Tribal Police Files
Blackstone

Future History

Caution: May Contain Nuts

The Other Side

Bite Club

